Deliver breakthrough
insights with a
cognitive approach
to business content
What if you could...

Accelerate bank loan
processing by rapidly
extracting information from
a wide array of customer
documents?

Speed up insurance
claims processing by
quickly analyzing data from
correspondence, email,
forms and images?

+
Facilitate healthcare
collaboration across
the continuum of care,
capturing and integrating
all patient information?

Streamline tax
document processing
by automatically ingesting
information from forms
and supporting materials?

Turn these visions into action with
cognitive content solutions
that understand, reason and learn.
Industry leaders are eager for cognitive
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of insurance executives surveyed believe that
cognitive capabilities will play a disruptive role in the
3
insurance industry.

83

of government officials surveyed believe cognitive
capabilities will have a critical impact on the future of
4
their organization.
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%

of banking executives surveyed believe cognitive
1
capabilities will play a disruptive role in the industry.

of healthcare executives surveyed intend to invest
2
in cognitive capabilities.

Why adopt cognitive content
solutions now?

$

89

of
early
adopters
%
surveyed report
they are more profitable and
more innovative than most of
5
their industry peers.

Cognitive capabilities can help you:
Interpret information from complex
and variable documents by employing
reasoning and context-sensitive analysis
Extract and analyze insights from
unstructured content while minimizing
human intervention
Enhance decision-making when you take
swift action on cognitive insights
Facilitate learning by feeding new insights
back into case and capture solutions

Add a cognitive element to your
content processes with IBM solutions
designed to help you:
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Capture content from diverse sources
Collaborate within and beyond the enterprise
Act on insights with a more complete view of
your customers, patients or other entities
Accelerate time to value with a cloud approach

What could you do with
cognitive content solutions?
Let IBM show you what’s possible:
Try for free
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